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Abstract
Interstices are those residual, left-over, spaces associated with movement across and between urban
forms. Interstices in the business district of Sandton, Gauteng, South Africa, represent the
insurgence of the lower levels in the vertical push of the high-rise offices, luxury hotels and retail
spaces of the district. In interstitial spaces encounters and interactions are often fleeting and
contingent. There is a discontinuity of social space. Links between people are spread out over the
grid of the city, disassembled and reassembled as people leave their homes, move through different
transport nodes to different destinations in the district and there, in turn, continue and discontinue
their trajectory. Interstitial stories capture a reticular activity that binds people together through
movement and space. In terms of narrative research, interstitial stories, a type of ‘small’ story, offer
particularities that concern the intersection of the spatiality and temporality of the real and diagetic
worlds, linguistic representational means and social consequentiality. The aim of this article is to
explore interstitial stories, as an instantiation of small stories research and as a local storytelling
practice, through three extracts that represent three different configurations of space and time:
superposed spatialities, temporal and spatial identity, and movement in telling trajectory. In
analysing these stories, this article hopes to shed further light on the role that narrative plays in our
daily lives and interactions, bringing out local conditions and linguistic repertoires in the global
South. Interstices emerge as challenging, cooperative and familiar, and, in contradistinction to what
their name could imply, a strong resource for identity construction.
Keywords: interstitiality; narrative; interaction; small stories; spatio-temporality; trajectory

1.

Introduction

This article aims to explore interstitial stories and will look at the overlap they occasion between
the spatiality and temporality of the storytelling world and the diagetic story, or tale, world, their
linguistic representational means and their social consequentiality. The article attempts to shed
further light on the role that narrative plays in our daily lives and interactions, and in so doing
examine local conditions and linguistic repertoires in the global South. Interstitial stories are an
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example of ‘small’ stories (Bamberg and Georgakopoulou 2008; De Fina and Georgakoulou 2008;
Georgakopoulou 2007) that have been successfully studied in South Africa (Oostendorp and Jones
2015). The stories that form the data are from a case study of a site, Sandton, in the metropolitan
area of Johannesburg, Gauteng, South Africa. All the stories collected in the case study were
strongly associated with space, since the methodology privileged trajectories to or through the site,
and mapped participant stories using global positioning system (GPS) technology. However, some
participants collected stories on the move in interstitial spaces such as public transport hubs, service
alleys and parking bays which are often inaccessible to urban ethnographies since they require a
rare familiarity with a site that is linked to the pragmatics of employment and routine. Two
participants, called Elliot and Dikeledi, contributed stories that are particularly revelatory of such
spaces and represent a unique opportunity for their study.
The small stories that these two participants collected in interstitial spaces involve very low
narrativity, reduced or absent verbal orientation and the partial or total superposition onto the story
world of the spatio-temporal coordinates of the situation of interaction. In terms of the storytelling
roles identified by Koven (2002) which is to say author (a person telling the story), interlocutor (a
person who is situated interactionally) and character (a person who is a figure in the story), these
stories confound roles, since the tellers are positioned interactionally in the space of the storytelling
world, which is also that of the storied world. The representational means of telling, the repertoires
used, are also spatially determined (Blommaert, Collins, and Slembrouck 2005). The study of Elliot
and Dikeledi’s stories requires being open to ways of doing things with technical objects such as
language and narrative structure that perhaps are unusual or less privileged in other contexts and
contributes to a sociolinguistics about Africa and of Africa (Ebongue and Hurst 2017), mobilising
a post-colonial perspective that takes into account, “popular – often oral and communally shared –
forms” (Goebel and Schabio 2013:2) not in order to question narratology per se, but to report on
and advance local approaches to narrative genre from the global South. The focus of this article is
on the mechanics of these stories and on exploring the local conditions of their production.
The sections that follow introduce, firstly, the background to this research and the rationale for
studying interstitial stories, and secondly, some aspects of narrative theory and of ‘small stories’
research. The role that spatiality and temporality can play in story construction is discussed.
Following this, participant data and methodology are presented. Three story extracts are then
analysed for their spatio-temporality, their linguistic representational means and their social
consequentiality. The three extracts represent three different configurations of space and time:
superposition of spatial frame, temporal identity of story space and storytelling space, and
movement in space and time that parallels emplotment. They allow some conclusions to be drawn
for storytelling in the interstices and the kinds of narrative and identity work these stories produce.
2.

Background

The nexus of space and narrative interaction is a productive research axis for understanding the
sites and societal configurations of South Africa. Stories told whilst walking through a site, for
instance, can allow an investigation of their, “mobile and praxeological constitution” (Stroud and
Jegels 2014:185). Similarly, in Johannesburg, the Yeoville Studio initiative (Benit-Gbaffou 2011)
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involved a photovoice workshop that concentrated on the affective and biographic ties to the
district. The objects and architecture that constitute lived space, or place, are powerful aspects of
narrative, since place “is discursively constructed through human intention, at the same time as
these ontological objects come to constrain the agencies and subjectivities of their human
users/interactants” (Bock and Stroud 2018:14). Semiosis, narrative, discourse and interaction
intertwine since “interactions are entextualized in narrative, becoming explicitly part of the cluster
of the material and lived reality of a place that impacts or imprints itself upon bodies” (Bock and
Stroud 2018:15). This article attempts to contribute to studies such as these through a continued
exploration of narrative interaction and through a focus on a particular kind of space associated
with movement across and between urban forms. Such movement is often associated with the
‘liminal’ and with a questioning of institutional boundaries that leads to a corresponding suspension
or negotiation of social norm and ritual (Goffman 1959, 1972, 1986, Turner 1969). It should be
clear, however that liminality is not necessarily spatialised. Liminality arises from the symbolic
resources that one brings to an interaction. In terms of spatiality, therefore, the term interstice
(Tonnelat 2003, 2008) is perhaps preferable.
In Sandton, the research site, interstices represent, in many ways, the insurgence of the lower levels
in the vertical push of the high-rise offices, luxury hotels and retail spaces of the district. Interstices
have characteristic temporalities and spatialities. Encounters are fleeting, people are on the move
as they commute, obtain products and deliver merchandise, etc. There is a corresponding
disjuncture of social space. Links between people are spread out over the grid of the city,
disassembled and reassembled as people leave their home neighbourhoods, move through different
transport nodes to different destinations in the district and there, in turn, continue and discontinue
their trajectory. The data collected from participants in these interstices capture a reticular activity
that binds people together through movement and space. Narrative, in this sense, as space- and
time-bound, cuts across communities of practice but often not across the enormous social
declivities that characterise South African cities. Sandton, despite its huge mall, some of the highest
incomes in Africa, and its aesthetics of superfluity (see Mbembe 2008) is served by a network of
informal and semi-formal urban and peri-urban areas (Soweto, Alexandra and Cosmo City) where
unemployment is high and salaries can be low, outsourced and precarious. Housing, transport and
access to health and educational services in these areas suffer from the legacies of Apartheid,
compounded by the particular conditions of the governing African National Congress (ANC)
approaches to urbanisation that are documented, for instance, in Harrison, Masson and Sinwell
(2014).
Many of the people who live in these areas come to work in Sandton on foot or by shared taxi.
They arrive in a district almost devoid of pavements, where most office block facades are blank
and security monitored. The taxi rank, that sees many thousands of commuters per day, is stark
grey concrete, underground, dimly lit. It contains food stalls and tuck shops in a situation of
managed informality. In many ways it is a symbol of inequality. Above it is the prestige Gautrain
train station with its panoply of security guards, chronometered services, electronic access and
guided links to private taxis and hotels such as the Radisson with which it is associated. The taxi
rank is off to one side, hidden in its subterranean location. Sandton is marked by these
contradictions and would seem to be antinomic to the sense of place as described by De Certeau
(1984) or Massey (1995). For these authors place represents a nexus of memory, practice,
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investment and socialisation that is also produced discursively. Space, as opposed to place, is
“abstract geometries (distance, direction, size, shape, volume) detached from material form and
cultural interpretation” (Gieryn 2000:465). However, in narrative, spatial coordinates such as
height, width, topographic markers, vectors, diameters, displacements and trajectories are the
means by which a teller renders a scene for her or his hearer, and by which that hearer interprets
the storied world that is being evoked. This is the sense in which Georgakopoulou states that “I
view every space as place: as an experienced, lived, and practised social arena by social actors”
(Georgakopoulou 2015:2).
If space is place, then, to a study of place, the interstitial can contribute its movement, its residual
status and the fleetingness of encounters. Interstices are an instance of the ‘other’ spaces (Foucault
2004) from which the world can be understood. Narratives from the interstice contribute to work
on ‘small stories’ (Bamberg and Georgakopoulou 2008, De Fina and Georgakoulou 2008,
Georgakopoulou 2007). They similarly contribute to better understanding processes of orientation
in story construction (Baynham 2009, De Fina 2003, Labov and Waletzky 1997 [1967]) and to
better discerning the relationality of spaces and their combination of time, and place (Vigouroux
2009, Blommaert and De Fina 2017).
3.

Understanding interstitial small stories:temporality, spatiality, linguistic means and
consequentiality

Small stories from the interstices function with situated and interlocutor-oriented deixis,
overlapping of diagetic story world and storytelling world and complex temporal structures. To
illustrate this, Extract 1 below gives a transcript of a recording made by Dikeledi on her way to
work in the interstitial space of a taxi stop, whilst Extract 2, recorded two days later with her
colleague, gives the same subject matter, her sick son, this time in her workspace. As in all the
transcripts given here that are of ‘Gauteng’ varieties of Setswana, Sepedi and isiZulu (Lafon 2005)
very informal and contact forms are underlined with a wavy line, English derived forms are double
underlined and Afrikaans derived forms are underlined with dashes. Translations are given in italics
below each turn. Transcriptions indicate pauses (…), vowel elongation (:::), emphasis (bolding and
capitalisation), changes in intonation (↑↓), changes in speed (><) and breathiness (∙hhh). They
follow the schedule given in De Fina and Georgakopoulou (2015:7).
Extract 1: Dikeledi talks in Sepedi with a friend on her way from Cosmo City to Sandton.
((sound of vehicle driving off in the background))
1)

Female friend

h↑ello::=

2)

Dikeledi

=o dula o shebile ko o yang(hhh) ((laughs)) o kae:↑
=be careful where you’re go(hhh)ing ((laughs)) how are you:↑

3)

(0.4)

4)

Female friend
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agh they’ve left me behind I’m okay (..) you
5)

Dikeledi

a::↑y ke right
a::↑y I’m alright

6)

Female friend

o late nyana kajeno
you’re a bit late today

7)

(0.7)

8)

Dikeledi

e:: ke late today (..) >ebile a ke na< stre:ss
yeah I’m late today (..) >I’m not even< stre:ssing

9)

Female friend

10)

(0.5)

11)

Dikeledi

((laughs))

>le he nka fihla< ka ni::ne
even if I arrive at ni::ne

12)

(0.8)

13)

Female friend

o tla bona ko peleyou’ll see when you get there-

14)

Dikeledi

((laughs)) le tl(h)a bona ko pe(hh)le
((laughs)) I’ll see when I g(h)et the(hh)re

15)

(0.5)

∙hhh hh [shap

16)

Female friend

[◦o kae ngwana◦
[◦where is your child◦

17)

(0.5)

18)

Dikeledi

∙hh o te:ng ebile ga a righti ko boa:↑a (…) ke isa fela key ke a boa=
∙hh he is not well I’ll be going ba:↑ck (…) I’m only delivering the
key I’ll be returning back=

19)

Female friend

=keng ke flu
=what is it flu

20)

(0.3)

21)

Dikeledi

ha:↑o ne a fi:sa (.) so o ka re le mala a vuil (…) le flu linto tsena kao
fela plus ge a mina o ntsha madi (…) [so
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ha:↑o he was ho:t (.) so the stomach could be dirty (…) and flu all
these sort of things and his mucus has blood (…) [so
22)

Female friend

[plus hoa chesa
[and it’s hot

23)

Dikeledi

24)

(0.8)

25)

Female friend

mmm::

mmm: so o boa >early<
mmm: so you’ll be returning >early<

26)

(0.6)

27)

Dikeledi

ke isa fela ke:yi cause ke nna o ke tshwarang key
I’m only delivering the ke:y because I’m the one who’s responsible

28)

(0.4)

29)

Female friend

o::↑h

30)

Dikeledi

then ge ke fetsa ke a bo:a
then when I’m done I’ll be coming ba:ck

31)

((taxi hoots in the background))

32)

(1.6)

33)

Female friend

ke tla go bona ge
I’ll see you then

34)

(0.5)

35)

Dikeledi

alright shap(h) ne

36)

Female friend

((unclear))

37)

Dikeledi

oka::↑y

Extract 2: Dikeledi talks in Sepedi with a colleague at her workplace in Sandton.
1)

okare nkebe ke itunna le ngwanake
I just wish I could stay home with my son

2)

(0.7)

3)
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4)

Male colleague

5)

(1.1)

6)

Dikeledi

7)

(0.4)

8)

Male colleague

((inaudible))

9)

Dikeledi

ae mokgwa wa gage ga a nkgotsofatse:: o↑sa:
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mmh:
uh:mh↑

nothing I’m antsy:: becau:↑se
10)

(2.1)
osa fisa bare ke↑ nthwe

11)

he still has fever↑ they said it’s
12)

(0.5)

13)

Male colleague

di fits
fits

14)

(0.6)

15)

Dikeledi

mmh: um: (….) ei wa di rata di fits ke:::↑
mmh: um: you do love fi::ts↑ it’s

16)

(0.7)

17)

go changer ga di season ne a tshologa a tlha::tja:: fi::sa dilo::tje
kamoka
the change of seasons he had diarrhoea he was even vo::miti::ng
and fe::ver all the other thi::ngs

18)

(0.7)

19)

Male colleague

20)

(7.6)

21)

Dikeledi

mmh:
vroeg ke ge a sa batla ke tsamaye ↑mama o ska tsamaya ke ya le
wena mmereko:ng
this morning he didn’t want me to leave he was busy saying
↑mommy don’t leave I’m coming to work with you:

22)

Male colleague

23)

(1.5)

((laughs))
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Dikeledi

◦kere shame ngwana waka
◦I said shame my baby

25)

(1.5)
oska warra (…) ∙hh soon tlabe re dula kao fe:la

26)

don’t worry (…)∙hh soon we will be relaxing toge:ther
27)

(1.4)

28)

re tsoga kao fe:la
waking up together

29)

(9.0)

30)

Male colleague

((inaudible)) creche

31)

Dikeledi

mmh:↑

Both the small story of Extract 1 and that of Extract 2 are co-constructed and best understood in
terms of social practice, and the consequentiality of their occasioning. There are significant
differences however between Extract 1, the interstitial story, and Extract 2, the story told in the
workplace. In Extract 1 Dikeledi literally bumps into her interlocutor. Much of the story is framed
in the future and with a progressive aspect. The spatial coordinates of Dikeledi’s trajectory are also
included in the story structure. The going back home that is a repetitive motif of the story refers to
taking a taxi in the opposite direction to that in which she is currently travelling.
In Extract 2 whilst the orientative elements are indeed in the present and are descriptive of Dikeledi
and her son’s emotional and physical state, the crux of the story, the scene that Dikeledi
experienced when she left her son at home, is in the past tense and is conveyed using direct speech.
Linguistic representational means such as direct speech assist in portraying affective states.
Dikeledi emphasises how she and her child addressed each other (↑mommy don’t leave I’m coming
to work with you, and shame my baby). The story world, Dikeledi’s home, is thus clearly
distinguished from her workplace. The consequentiality of the two stories, their meaning for the
participants, is similarly very different. Whilst they both share news, the first extract concerns, one
could suggest, an in-process negotiation of the roles of mother and employee. The second is
perhaps more aptly understood as addressing and accounting for workplace dynamics.
Within small stories research, interstitial stories can further contribute to understanding processes
of spatio-temporal progression, representational means and consequentiality. This can be
appreciated through a discussion of Table 1, that provides a synthetic overview of different levels
of narrative analysis.
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Table 1: Representation of different aspects of narrative analysis
5) Wider social processes and discourses
4) Agentive interaction (roles, resources, framing)
3) Mediation
2) Representational means (oral, written, gestural and multimodal repertories and
registers)
1) a) Temporal succession / sequence of
1) b) Spatial description of objects,
actions and events (récit)
characters, speech and settings
(discours)
Level 1 concerns narratology. 1 a) is what Ricoeur refers to as ‘mythos’ (Ricoeur 1983:55), which
can be understood as the “configuration of incidence in the story” (Greimas, Ricoeur, Perron and
Collins 1989). Stories are held to necessarily provide an ordered sequence of events which, in
Genette’s terms, is called the ‘récit’ (Genette 1966). This sequence combines with 1 b) a
descriptive, evaluative, element that is discursive and in close rapport with the words spoken by a
figure in the story world or the narrator of this same story world. Events are temporally ordered.
Description is spatially ordered. Events are sequentially presented whilst the characters and objects
which give them form occupy, and move through, space. These two criteria, and their combination,
lead to genre in Bakhtinian terms, or ‘chronotope’ (see Todorov 1984). Within linguistics, Level 1
receives treatment in Labov and Waletzky’s work, where the correspondence of syntax and event,
which they refer to as temporal juncture, is held to be decisive of narrativity (Labov and Waletzky
1997 [1967]:25). Labov and Waletzky turn their attention to oral narratives (Level 2) that are told
face-to-face (Level 3). The uptake and meaning of a story depend on Level 4, and include questions
of evaluation and ratification by its hearers.
The Level 4 preoccupation with the framing of interaction is continued in Sacks’ work on
storytelling and the mechanics of conversational organisation. In Sacks’ example, “the baby cried,
the mother picked it up” (Sacks 1974:226), Sacks notes that “the baby cried” announces trouble,
and in so doing serves as a ‘ticket’ by which the storyteller can obtain telling rights. The idea of
occasioning, the Sacksian ‘ticket’, has become a highly productive line of analysis (see for instance
the discussion of epistemic status in Wortham 2000). Generally, Sacks’, and Labov’s, treatment of
the importance of stories for ordinary doing being, that implies Level 1 and Level 4 considerations,
has been continued from a variety of perspectives. Prince (1988), who incorporates questions of
interactionally achieved meaning into narratological reflection, is a case in point, as is the work on
everyday life by Ochs and Capps (2001). Small stories approaches to narrative are very much
informed by these directions in research.
Small stories emphasise socially situated practice (De Fina and Georgakopoulou 2008,
Georgakopoulou 2007) and revisit, from this perspective, the grounds on which one decides to
recognise a story as a story. Social consequentiality asks the question, “What insights would the
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analysis be missing if a strip of activity were not treated as a story for the participants’ social lives?”
(Georgakopoulou 2007:39). A consideration of social consequentiality is both a Level 4 and a
Level 5 analytic consideration, since it deals with agentive interaction and wider social processes
and discourses. It leads, in turn, to a significant recasting of Level 1 narratological questions and a
reinterpretation of the treatment of spatiality and temporality. Temporally, for instance, stories can
be acknowledged concerning events that are in the process of unfolding (Georgakopoulou
2008:601) or projections, in which possible future scenarios are jointly pieced together by
participants (Bamberg and Georgakopoulou 2008). Spatially, the orientative elements of a story
regain emphasis and are no longer considered a ‘backdrop’ aspect of storytelling (Baynham 2003).
In a story told at a temporal or spatial remove from the events it recounts, the orientative elements
serve “to orient the listener in respect to person, place, time and behavioural situation.” (Labov and
Watezky 1997 [1967]:27). This is to say that, in this view, spatial and temporal references are one
part of the way in which the story world is defined and clarified for the listener. As Schiffrin terms
it, “who, why, and when join where to preface what happened” (Schiffrin 2009:422). This definition
would seem to give a fairly static interpretation of time and space, as embedded in the story world,
and not necessarily contiguous with, superposed on, or identical to the situation of interaction.
Orientation, and orientative processes, in small stories, are held to be complex, dynamic and
evolutive. Firstly, mediated interaction (Level 3) has brought attention to the ways in which
participants to a story can be disposed spatially as well as temporally and, as a result, be more or
less available for face-to-face interaction (Georgakopoulou 2017). Secondly, antagonistic and
precarious processes of social insertion can lead to ‘dis’orientation in narratives (De Fina 2003), in
which tellers are unsure, hesitant or unable to give orientation information. Thirdly, orientation,
and the introduction of spatial references, can be part of very significant identity work in the space
of the story world and in the space of the telling (Baynham 2009, De Fina 2009b). This identity
work can involve the representational means used to tell the story (Level 2) since small stories are
hybrid genres, going beyond the dichotomy of written/oral and reworking narrative analysis in the
context of our mobile, networked lives.
In the case of interstitial small stories, they involve, as noted in the introduction, reduced or absent
verbal orientation and superposition of the spatial and temporal coordinates of the situation of
interaction and of the story world. Spatiality and temporality, in these stories, can be understood as
a partial or total identity between Levels 1 and 4 of Table 1 with resultant implications both for
participant understandings, macro social processes and discourses (Level 5) and for
representational means such as language, gesture and voice (Level 2). Temporally, since these
stories are responding to the relationship that the teller is maintaining with surrounding space and
movement, verbal aspects can be non-finite and verb groups can express present and futurity.
Different time scales are operative and are mobilised by participants. These time scales can concern
the immediate situation of talk but also longer periods that touch on both personal biographic and
socio-historic processes (Baynham 2009). Spatially, orientative elements in the story (Level 1) can
be replaced by deixis, movements of the body, and the perception that each participant has of their
surrounds (Levels 2 and 3).
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Interstitial small stories, finally, are subject to spatialised linguistic regimes (Blommaert, Collins
and Slembrouck 2005). In the same way that the landscape of South African cities is haunted by
the spatial inequalities of apartheid (Bock and Stroud 2018), the linguistic dispensation that
opposed exogenous and indigenous language varieties (Makalela 2004) continues to exist. In a
monolingual English regime, stories told in African languages can suffer from the institutional
fragilization noted in Krog, Mpolweni and Ratele (2009). It is in this respect that informal registers,
commonly referred to as “kasi-taals” connote more fluid processes of identity construction
(Brookes 2014, Makalela 2014). Finally, both Stein (2008:44-74) and Kunene-Nicolas, Guidetti
and Colletta (2017) note the increased importance of gesture in story telling in isiZulu narratives
and, one can suggest by extrapolation, in other South African language varieties generally. This
would seem to point to a wider, more encompassing interlocutor haptic space that, in turn, has
consequences for the manner in which interstitial stories are occasioned and enacted.
4.

Participant data and research methods

The participant data analysed here come from a South African National Research Foundation
funded doctoral project, which aimed to provide an interactional narrative linguistic ethnography
of Sandton. The ethnography concerned Sandton’s politics of inclusion and exclusion, its
circulation of discourses and the everyday meaning making of its executives, workers, visitors and
tourists. The participants were invited to self-record their interactions during the course of a day or
two, although they could record for longer time-periods if they wished1. Dikeledi in fact
participated for several days, as did Elliot. Alongside the audio recorder, participants carried a GPS
logger so that their physical location could be read against the interactions they recorded. The audio
recorded interactions were completed with interviews and, where possible, by a joint consideration
of the transcripts of their small stories. Locations indicated by GPS logs and pertinent to storytelling
were subsequently visited by the researcher and photographed. The audio files were edited using
Audacity (https://www.audacityteam.org/) and interstitial stories separated out from what were
long recordings of several hours. Transcription and translation of these extracts is credited in
acknowledgments. Any mistake or inaccuracy is due to the author. Data concerning African
languages corresponds to a wish for inclusivity in research.
Interstitial stories can be compared with other data collected from each participant. Elliot’s stories
as told in office spaces with co-workers, for instance, are usually longer and more detailed. One of
his stories concerning a sick colleague takes over 81 turns at talk. For Dikeledi, a story she tells to
a work colleague, about drugs in a nightclub, extends over 84 turns. Similar shifts in story telling
can be observed with other participants in the study, such as informal sellers, police personnel,
students and taxi drivers. An analogue process occurs with respect to register. Both Elliot and
Dikeledi have semi-professional positions in companies that operate in the heart of Sandton. They
both employ a formal register in a standard South African English. Nevertheless, these
transcriptions show the employ of different varieties and different registers. Extract 3 was recorded
by Elliot in a service alley behind the Virgin Active gym. Extract 4 was recorded by Elliot in a
pedestrian area near to the Mandela Square entrance to the Sandton City Mall. Extract 1, above,
was recorded by Dikeledi while travelling by taxi from Cosmo City to Sandton.
5.

Analysis and findings
http://spilplus.journals.ac.za
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In order to explore the characteristics and functioning of interstitial small stories, this section will
discuss three extracts that represent different configurations of space and time. Extract 3 gives an
example of superposed spatialities, Extract 4 is an instance of temporal and spatial identity, whilst
the last part of this discussion returns to Dikeledi’s Extract 1 in order to better understand the
movement in telling trajectory that this story supposes. Each story will be analysed in terms, firstly,
of spatio-temporal organisation and functioning (Level 1). Then the motivated choices of the
participants with respect to representational linguistic means (Level 2) will be considered. Finally,
for each story, the discussion concludes with its social consequentiality (Levels 4 and 5). All stories
are told in oral face-to-face interaction (Level 3).
5.1

A first interstitial small story - superposed spatialities

Extract 3 gives the interchange between Elliot, a personal assistant for an overseas investment
bank, and a car guard who, following the custom in the Gauteng, has been called ‘Unogada’. In
South Africa, car guards are mainly unemployed men who look after parked cars, and sometimes
wash them, in exchange for a few Rands (the South African currency). In this case Elliot is waiting
in a service alley behind a Virgin Active Gym and chatting to Unogada to pass the time. The extract
given here tells about two people: Mr Motsepe, a South African mining magnate who is also known
for his philanthropy and closeness to the governing ANC, and a shop owner in the Sandton City
Mall who used to pay Unogada weekly.
Extract 3: Elliot talks in Setswana with Unogada in a service alley behind Virgin Active gym,
Sandton.
1)

Unogada

2)
3)

(0.6)
Elliot

4)

Unogada

5)
6)
7)
8)

(0.5)
Elliot
(1.7)
Unogada

9)
10)

(1.2)

11)

Elliot

12)
13)

(0.8)
Unogada

ba bangata ba tshabile ba tshabile mo tse ding ba ile gona ka mo e
most of the clients have left the other clubs and have come here
ba naleng tshelete
the ones with money
ba ba ivroestanang
the ones who understand themselves
Yah
ba ile gona ka mo
they came here
le bo Motsepe o tla kreya bale gona ka mo:
even Mr Motsepe, you might find him in here
e:hh↓ (….) ey↑ ke mmone mabane mo Sandton Convention Centre
e :hh↓ (….) ey↑ I saw him yesterday at the Sandton Convention Centre
a tsamaya ka di >Mercedes< tse pedi tse maroon (….) tse tshwanang
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he came in two >Mercedes< (….) >maroon in colour< that look the same
14)
15)
16)
17)

(1.0)
Elliot
(0.7)
Unogada

18)

Elliot

19)
20)

(1.5)
Unogada

21)
22)
23)
24)

(0.9)
Elliot
(2.6)
Unogada

25)
26)
27)

(1.5)
Elliot
Unogada

28)
29)

(1.1)

30)
31)
32)
33)

(0.3)
Elliot
(2.5)
Unogada

34)
35)

Elliot
Unogada

36)
37)
38)

(0.4)
Elliot
Unogada

39)
40)
41)

Elliot
(0.6)
Unogada

42)
43)

(1.4)

44)

Elliot

ya::h
eh ba ne ba mo dri:ver
they were driving him
ya::h (…) ya:h o phela gona ja:lo
ya::h (…) ya:h that’s how he lives
bo Motsepe ke mmona ka mo Sandton Sun
Mr Motsepe often stays in Sandton Sun
oke:::ya
ene go nale authi yengwe ne ke mo tlhatsetswa koloi ya moZulu etswa
Natal
There’s this Zulu guy from Natal I used to wash his car
[e:↓h
e owner sho:po gona ka mo Sandton
he owns a shop here in Sandton
gona ka mo gare
right in there
e:↓h
ne kere (..) authi ya teng ne e mpatela ka be:ke every Friday
look (...) this guy paid me every week on Fridays
oke:::y
e gym’a mo everyday
he came here to gym everyday
e:↓h
mara ne e sa mphe >same time<
but he never gave it >same time<
a:ho::↑
nna ga ere Fri:↑day ka two o’clock ne keya kwa ke ile go nka tshele::te
so at two o’clock on Fri:↑day I would go and fetch my money
e ke e bereketse=
that I earned=
=ya beke kaofela oke:::y
=for the whole week oke:::y
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45)

Unogada

46)
47)

(0.7)
Unogada

48)
49)
50)
51)

(0.7)
Elliot
(0.8)
Unogada

52)
53)

(1.3)

54)
55)

(1.3)

56)
57)
58)

(0.5)
Elliot
Unogada

59)
60)
61)
62)

Elliot
(4.1)

ne le utlwane bjao
that’s how you agreed
eh authi ela e owner shopo engwe ya go tura too much
this guy owns a very expensive shop
ehmm:
ntho’e e cheap mo:: (.) shopong ya gae
the cheapest thing (.) in his shop
ke t-shi:rt
is a t-shirt
ya one thousand >five hundred<
for one thousand >five hundred<

Unogada

63)
64)
65)

Elliot
Unogada

66)
67)

(2.2)
Elliot

68)
69)

(1.0)
Unogada

70)
71)

(1.0)

72)
73)

(0.9)

((laughs))
t-shirt haï ski::pa
a t-shirt a mere t-shirt
((laughs))
eih↑
o rekisa di tlhako tse dingwe tsa bo ma: (….) twenty (….) twenty
so:mething thousand
he sells shoes for (….) twenty (….) twenty so:mething thousand
((noise of a truck reversing))
Je::↑sus
ba re ke Cavana
they’re Cavanas
byale o se apara ga oya kae setlhako seo
and where do you wear them to, shoes like that
hey: (….) monna ne go kena batho ba ba jang nyoko fela
hey: (….) only people with money go into that shop
gao kene kene fe:la
not just anyone
ka letsatsi >maybe< otla bona ka batho ba ba >two or one< hey
in a day >maybe< >two or one< people will go in
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The discussion of this extract will look, firstly, at the characteristics of this story, its spatiality,
temporality, and linguistic means, before turning to questions of social consequentiality.
The narrativity of this extract is low. In the first story about Mr Motsepe that occupies turns 10 to
22, only turns 11 and 13 represent a temporal series of events. In the second story about the shop
owner, from turns 24 to the end of the extract in line 73, there are only four narrative clauses in the
Labovian sense of a clause that is bound sequentially. These occur in lines 24, 33, 38 and 41. There
is however fairly sustained work done on characterisation. Mr Motsepe is given depth and
continuity through habitual actions that are reported. Unogada knows both where he stays and his
general lifestyle. In a similar fashion, Unogada knew the shop owner and maintained a relationship
with him that spanned several weeks. In both cases the story contains evaluation of these characters.
In the case of Mr Motsepe, the story illustrates Unogada’s detailed knowledge of the place and
functioning of Sandton. The places mentioned in the story are the gym, the service alley, a shop in
the Sandton City Mall, and the Sandton Sun, a luxury hotel near to the Sandton convention centre.
Deixis allows for reduced orientative elements. Unogada can point directly to places and
accompany his telling with gesture and orientations of the body. This is more appreciable should
one report the story. Turn 35, he came here to gym everyday would become, he went to the Virgin
Active gym everyday. The ‘here’ that is so immediately understandable in real-time interlocutionary
speech needs to be replaced with an onomastic reference. Orientation therefore consists only of
brief indicators of place (here) and of time (everyday). What is at issue is the origo for operations
of deixis. The teller, Unogada, is the reference point for the movements and events that he recounts.
Another example of this process can be appreciated in line 10 where Unogada introduces Mr
Motsepe: even Mr Motsepe, you might find him in here. The shop in Sandton is contextualised in
similar terms in line 27, he owns a shop here in Sandton.
Ryan (2009) differentiates between: a) spatial frames, which are the sites and corresponding scenes,
b) setting, which is the socio-historico-geographic environment, c) story space, which is relevant
to the series of events, d) story world, which is the coherent world as completed by imagination
and experience, and e) narrative universe, which means the set of actual and alternate story worlds
as evoked by the narrative. In the interstitial stories collected at Sandton, the spatial frame would
be the urban interstice, the setting would be the general environment of fast capitalism and
consumption in the global South that is manifested in places like Sandton. The story space would
be the district conceived as a sum of the reticular stories that are told about it and that take place in
different locations with different scenes. The story world would be the geographical and historical
sense of coherence with which participants situate Sandton. In Unogada’s stories, Sandton is the
story space, relevant to the events of the story. It also provides the socio-historico-geographic
setting. There is an ambivalence, however, in these stories between an acknowledgment of poverty
and marginalisation and of the enumeration of conspicuous wealth.
The movement from the interstitial spatial frame of the service alley behind the gym, to the gym
itself and its clientele, to the spatial frame of, firstly, the Sandton Sun hotel where Mr Motsepe
stays, to, finally, the Sandton City Mall where Unogada’s client has his shop, indexes conspicuous
wealth. Elliot and Unogada are mentioning spaces that are highly exclusive. As an indication, at
the Sandton Sun one can pay ZAR3500 (Approx. USD 230) for a room. The shop, similarly, sells
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shoes that cost ZAR20,000 (Approx. USD 1,392.00) per pair. This astronomical figure is taken up
by Elliot’s Je::↑sus of line 64. This is a sum of money, that, if one takes Unogada’s monthly
income as somewhere in the region of ZAR2000 (Approx. USD 139.00) would represent more
than a year’s earnings. The superposition of the story world is therefore total in terms of setting,
but only partial in terms of spatial frame. The spatial frames are marking out coordinates in a story
world that is then filled in by the participants’ imagination and experience. This occurs similarly
in each story. In the story about Mr Motsepe, line 10 introduces Mr Motsepe as being regularly
seen at the Virgin Active but then the spatial frame moves to the Sandton Convention Centre that
is next to the Sandton Sun and several blocks away from where Unogada and Elliot are talking. In
the story about the shop owner, line 24 introduces Unogada’s relationship with him in the service
alley but then the spatial frame moves to the shop in Sandton City Mall, not far from the Convention
Centre.
This movement in spatial frame is accompanied by a temporal movement. In the first story, line 10
(where the situation of interaction corresponds to the narrative spatial frame) the story is recounted
in the present. Once the spatial frame moves away to the Convention Centre the events are
recounted in the past. Line 20 is again in the present, but the implication is that Unogada often
works around the Convention Centre, and that this spatial frame is therefore also associated with
his person and his point of view (the Sacksian ‘ticket’ referred to above). Unogada’s field of vision
overlaps with evaluative work. A similar variation between past and present can be observed in the
story about the shop owner. The story that concerns Unogada and the interstitial space is in the past
whilst the shift in spatial frame and the evaluative elements of the story are in the present. Although
this is therefore, on one level, a fairly typical move between narrative clause in the past, and
evaluation in the present, the overlap with Unogada’s own spatial frame is irregular. The story
whose spatial frame overlaps with the Virgin Active is longer, more detailed and contains more
evaluative and biographical work.
Setting and corresponding spatial frames influence linguistic means. As the transcriptions of
Extract 3 shows, telling this story involves contact forms and transferred elements from other
languages that constitute the fluid identity construction to which Brookes (2014) and Makalela
(2014) refer. The employ of fluid language varieties raises the question of social consequentiality.
The interstitial space of the alley becomes a space of multilingualism (Blommaert, Collins and
Slembrouck 2005). Following Tufi (2017) and Hurst-Harosh (2019) one could consider it to be a
space of challenge to the linguistic regime of Sandton. Firstly, this service alley is in many ways a
non-space that exists outside of the Sandton district. In Foucaultian terms (Foucault 2004) it is a
heterotopia in that it provides a mirror image of the district. Compared to the mall and the use the
mall makes of space and time in the promotion of conspicuous consumption, this service alley is a
zone of transit. It has clearly marked prohibitions to parking or lingering, and, in contradistinction,
direct and explicit instructions to load and complete service-related functions quickly. The alley is
video surveyed and monitored and reserved for service personnel such as drivers, security guards
and waste removal.
The spatial frames of the Virgin Active, Sandton Sun and Sandton City Mall reference places of
wealth and fame. Unogada’s stories are indexing difference linguistically, spatially and temporally.
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The interaction between a personal assistant to a private bank (Elliot) who is in a service alley in
his silver Toyota and a car guard (Unogada) involves a certain amount of adjustment and
accommodation. The insertion of the spatiality and temporality of the interstitial allows identity
work that, I would suggest, references this adjustment through characterisation, movement in
spatial frame and the employ of multilingual linguistic repertoires.
5.2

A second interstitial small story - temporal and spatial identity

Extract 4 allows a deeper understanding of story functioning in the interstices. It is another story
told by the same participant, Elliot, a personal assistant with a foreign investment bank, to Kajawa,
a friend and colleague who works for the same bank representative as his gardener. The two
colleagues meet outside the Nelson Mandela Square entrance to Sandton City Mall where there is
a series of high-end residential units. When Elliot meets Kajawa, the latter had been listening to a
series of bleats coming from one of the flats.
Extract 4: Elliot talks in isiZulu with Kajawa in the street outside Sandton City’s Mandela Square.
1)

Kajawa

2)
3)

(0.5)
Elliot

4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

(0.5)
Kajawa
(1.3)
Elliot
(0.9)

10)
11)

(0.7)
Kajawa

12)
13)
14)

Elliot
(2.5)
Kajawa

15)
16)

(2.8)
Elliot

17)
18)

(0.6)
Kajawa

19)

Elliot

20)

Kajawa

intoni ngathi mina ngizwa into ithi mmmhhh ushokuthi umntwana
what is it, I think that I can hear something going mmmhhhh like a child
tyah umntwana lo
yeah it’s a child
YEY
ha ::
aksu umtwana lo↑
but it’s not a child↑
>umtwana<
>a child<
ha-ah
kuda:la mangi i::zwa uk’suka ek’se:ni
I’ve been hearing it since this mo :rning
awu ibeganga
eh, it is going wild
ha-ah (….) >izwe isikathini<=
ha-ah (….) >heard what time<=
=asiye so bekha (.) ngiya izwa↑ nam
=let’s go and see (.) I can hear it too↑
((unclear))
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22)
23)

Female
friend
(5.8)
Elliot

24)
25)

(13.7)
Kajawa

26)
27)

(0.4)
Elliot

28)
29)
30)
31)

(0.6)
Kajawa
(1.7)
Elliot

32)
33)

(1.0)
Kajawa

34)
35)

(0.4)
Elliot

36)
37)
38)
39)

(0.8)
Friend
(1.0)
Elliot

40)
41)

(0.4)
Kajawa

42)
43)

(1.7)
Elliot

44)
45)

(0.3)
Kajawa

46)

Elliot

47)

Kajawa

48)
49)
50)

(1.2)
Elliot
Kajawa

be:lla↑
it’s here↑
eh-he na↑yi imbuzi la (….) na↑yi
oh here↑’s the goat (….) he↑re
>nazi ke imbuzi<
>here’s the goat<
eh umtwana um (…) um (..) umtwana we mbuzi phela
and it’s only a baby ba (…) ba (..) baby goat
Yah
inga bani
whose is it
kusho >k’thi eya belungu ba<
that means >it belongs to the those white people<
ku↑phi
wh↑ere
door for number nine
uya ithanda
does she like it
ini (….) yah
what (….) yeah
k’se endaweni yakhe
it’s in her home
ya::h (….) ngi zwi::↑le ek’seni
ya:h (….) I he:::ard↑ it in the morning
uyisaphi imbuzi u::vumelwe uk’thi anga thenga (...) anga beka imbuzi la
why does she have a goat wa::s she allowed to buy it (…) where does she put
it
hai (…) manje izodlani la
no: (…) now what is it going to eat
Eya
>imbuzi maye inga::ka< izo:::: kai [zo:::
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51)

Elliot

52)

Kajawa

53)
54)

(1.0)
Female
friend
(1.0)
Kajawa

55)
56)
57)
58)
59)
60)
61)
62)

(5.6)
Elliot
(5.7)
Female
friend
(3.6)
Elliot

63)
64)

(1.1)
Kajawa

67

>a goat li::kes to< [e::::at
[ama leaves
[leaves
funa ama leavesi
likes to eat leaves
be- (.) be- (.) be:::↑lla

tchima makerez ngesa
I’m putting out the lights I’m coming
Eish
be::::::↑lla

umfazi wa le ndoda ende
she’s the tall man’s wife
uya ya::zi indoda yakhe
do you kno::w her man

Extract 4 allows many of the points introduced with Extract 3 – spatio-temporality, representational
linguistic means and social consequentiality – to be more closely examined. This extract presents
a limiting case for treatment as a story. Only one clause is in the past tense. The sensorial and
experiential stimuli are available to both participants and as a result narrative, as a situated practice,
is shared rather than told. The protagonist is non-human. There are almost no descriptive or
evaluative elements, and the point of telling is not immediately explicit. However, according to
Georgakopoulou, one can accept that stories are, “discourse engagements that integrally connect
with what gets done on particular occasions and in particular settings” and that they can concern,
“very recent or still unfolding events, thus immediately reworking slices of experience and arising
out of a need to share what has just happened” (Georgakopoulou 2008:601). This implies treating
discourse types as coinciding with narrative dimensions such as tellership (number of participants
and their roles), tellability (the social and group relevance), embedding (the closeness of the story
world to participants’ lives) and closed or open causal and temporal linearity (Ochs and Capps
2001). So, although this story is very close to participants’ lives, and although it has a very
contingent temporal and causal linearity, one notes the collaborative nature of telling roles and the
social relevance for the participants.
Additionally, many characterising narrative elements are recognisable. There is clear orientation at
many points in Extract 4. There is complicating action in line 23 when Elliot discovers that it is a
goat and not a child making the noises. There is a coda where the implications of the story are
identified and story exit is effected by a question that prompts talk about the goat’s owner and her
relationship status. In terms of social relevance, this extract can be best understood in terms of
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Prince’s concept of the disnarrated (Prince 1988). As Elliot and Kajawa successively explore,
verify and discard hypotheses, they are also negotiating what the story means socially, for them.
The disnarrated refers to what a story is not about, the alethic, deontic, epistemic and ontologic
expressions of, “nonexistence, purely imagined worlds, desired worlds, or intended worlds,
unfulfilled expectations, unwarranted beliefs, failed attempts, crushed hopes, suppositions and
false calculations” (Prince 1988:3). In this case the goat, that is the occasioning for the story, and
that gives rise to complication and resolution is, firstly, racialised in that it is said to belong to white
people (line 33), and then interpreted in domestic terms (line 46) (see Krog, Mpolweni and Ratele
2009).
Spatially, it is the story space, the space of the unfolding plot, and the real-world space of
interaction that are superposed. In a certain sense, I would suggest that Elliot and Kajawa are
placing themselves in the story, projecting an imaginary space on the everyday sensorial input
(Caracciolo 2011). The bleats that are heard on the audio recording Elliot made, for instance, are
unmistakeably those of a goat and could not seriously be taken for those of a child. Similar to
Extract 3, the spatial dimension of the story can be appreciated through a restitution of its telling.
Lines 19 and 23 for instance would give, in a later restitution, Kajawa and I moved closer towards
the cries and, when we looked over the wall, saw a baby goat…. As with Extract 3, any retelling
of this story would require a restitution of the bodily, deictic and linguistic meaning-making that is
inherent in the unfolding, spatialised, narrative. Temporally, the identity between the story space
and the story telling world is accompanied by an identity between the interlocutionary present and
the present of the narration of events, that allows a similar identity between adverbial markers in
the situation of telling and in the story world (this morning for instance, as opposed to that
morning). Spatiality and temporality are dependent on each other. As Elliot and Kajawa explore
space, they also set in motion the sequence of events that consists in hearing a bleat, mistaking it
for a child, realising that it is a goat, and then elucidating to whom it belongs.
With respect to interlocutor role and linguistic means, this extract sheds more light on the spatiality
of language practice. In discussing Extract 3 it was noted that the use of multilingualism is a
‘peripheral’ practice in Sandton in the sense that Blommaert, Collins and Slembrouck (2005) give
this term. Extract 4 allows an examination of how interstitial stories occasion a spatially defined
epistemic status (Wortham 2000) that is also relevant to Extract 3. Like Unogada, Kajawa creates
and maintains an authorial role of local expert. Like Unogada he spends the whole day outdoors
and is better informed of the comings and goings of the residents than Elliot. In line 1, for instance,
Kajawa initiates the interpretation of the cries that leads to Elliot and himself investigating their
origin. In line 14, Kajawa emphasises that he heard the cries first, before Elliot reached the site. In
line 47 he raises the question of its feed. This spatially enacted epistemic status is, perhaps, what
prompts Elliot to accommodate his interlocutor linguistically. Whereas in Extract 3, Elliot spoke a
fluid variety of Setswana to accommodate Unogada, here, in this story, he accommodates Kajawa
in isiZulu. Kajawa is from Malawi and in the recordings Elliot made, his isiZulu tends to be more
informal than Elliot’s who has a different socio-economic and employment status. In interviews,
Elliot referred positively to his ability to accommodate different speakers in different languages
and varieties and indicated that it was a frequent language strategy for him.
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Following these reflections, the social consequence of this story can be better understood. It both
evokes and instantiates place. In so doing, Sandton undergoes a process of inversion. Instead of
being a signifier of modernity and technology, here it becomes the setting for a story about a goat
that is constructed in racial, gendered and domestic terms. See also Krog, Mpolweni and Ratele
(2009) for a further discussion of the meaning of goats as both symbol and occasioning for
narratives. Elliot and Kajawa are enacting place by endowing architectural and urban space with
meaning. Epistemically, linguistically, through the projection of the space of the story onto the
space of a real-world interaction, they are accomplishing identity work.
5.3

A return to Extract 1 - movement in telling trajectory

This discussion refers to the Extract 1 that was given in section 3, the introduction to interstitial
stories. One will recall that Dikeledi was on her way to work, late, to drop off the key so that she
could return home and continue to look after her sick son. This extract consists of a trajectory from
a point of departure to a point of arrival. The movement between these two points is also, in this
case, a narrative movement from events that have occurred in the past to events that are occurring
in the present and that will occur in the future. The extract was collected by Dikeledi, on her way
to work at a consultancy in Sandton where she is a coordinator and facilitator. The point of
departure is a house in Cosmo City, a low-rise residential zone to the Northwest of Sandton. The
trajectory is by shared taxi, and the point of arrival is the taxi rank underneath the Gautrain station
in Sandton.
The extract revolves around the events and places of lines 18 and 21. There are two characters, or
figures, in Dikeledi’s story (see Greimas, Ricoeur, Perron and Collins 1989). There is her son who
is spatially removed from the situation of telling, and temporally removed from the present of
enunciation. There is Dikeledi herself who is moving through space as she speaks to her friend and
tells her of her son’s illness. The succession of events as concerns the boy is one of illness, of being
left at home and of then being cared for by his mother as soon as she returns. The succession of
events as concerns Dikeledi is that of caring for her son, going to work, dropping off the key and
then returning to the house. These two chains of events move with Dikeledi in the interstices of
Sandton. There is a past (turn 21), a present (turns 1 – 10, 16 – 19, 21 – 24 and 27 – 29), and a
future (turns 11 – 15, 18, 25, 30 and 33).
The functioning of spatiality in this story concerns motion and trajectory between spatial frames.
In line 2, at the taxi stop as she leaves Cosmo City, Dikeledi warns her friend to be careful of where
she is going, then, in line 4, the taxi that this friend was going to take leaves her behind. Turns 11,
13 and 14 refer to Dikeledi’s arrival in Sandton. Turns 18, 25 and 30 refer to Dikeledi’s return
home. The participants are co-constructing this exchange just as they are in the process, themselves,
of moving through space. It is the absence of a child in line 16 that prompts Dikeledi to tell her
friend about his flu, but this absence is, similarly, constructed in a way that emphasises Dikeledi’s
motion through repetition of the verb phrase going back. However, as with Extract 3, the deixis
(there lines 13 and 14) and the adverbs of time and space (back line 30) can only be understood in
relation to the locus and time of enunciation.
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Temporally, this extract straddles the telling of an account in the past (see De Fina 2009a), to the
narrating of unfolding events in the present, to a jointly constructed projection of events in the near
future. Very similarly to Extract 4, Dikeledi is talking about her acts as she accomplishes them.
The transient, temporally and spatially contingent nature of the contact between Dikeledi and her
friend also reflect the linguistic means that the two friends adopt in their roles as interlocutor. The
exchange is generally exclamative, consisting of a hailing and interpellation of one’s interlocutor.
Shap a deformation of sharp, a fairly usual South African slang term that has been translated as
okay, is repeated, and combines with exclamations as to the heat (chesa turn 22), lateness and
stress. Use of linguistic repertoire is fairly marked in this extract with English derived language
alternation creating a discourse oriented (Auer 1984) lexical field that pertains to work (late, stress,
nine, key, early, cause, then …).
The social consequentiality of the story stems from the import of the roles acknowledged and
oriented to by Dikeledi and her friend. In lines 16, 19 and 22, the female friend inquires about the
child, suggests a possible reason for his feeling poorly, and then mentions aggravating factors.
Dikeledi herself stresses her son’s illness and the fact that as soon as she has left the key at work,
she will be returning home. The significance of this story concerns, firstly, therefore, I would
suggest, the role of mother and caregiver and the awareness of the significance of a child’s illness.
However, there is also the role of coordinator at a consultancy with responsibility for a locale. In
lines 18 and 27 Dikeledi rephrases the reason for her trip to work, a trip that, in leaving Cosmo
City, and nearing Sandton, supposes a transfer and a separation from one role to the other. The taxi
ride prevents Dikeledi from being at home, it also makes her late. It is her presence in the taxi at
this uncharacteristic time of day that occasions this instance of small storying and the friend’s
participation. Dikeledi’s responsibilities are both cited, and downplayed. In line 27, she repeats that
the only reason that she is going to Sandton is to hand over the key. In line 8 she mentions that
even though she is late she is not stressing. The storying of experience allows the possibility of
doing evaluative work with respect to the succession of events. It also allows a sharing of
experience (Georgakopoulou 2005).
6.

Discussion and conclusion

The three extracts looked at above provide three examples of the spatial, temporal, linguistic and
social configuration of interstitial small storying in Sandton.
Spatially, these extracts have illustrated how space can be an embedded and embedding
organisational element in addition to being a resource (see Georgakopoulou 2003). In Extract 3,
Unogada places himself in one spatial frame, where he has a particular role and epistemic status,
before pointing to the spatial frames of the Virgin Active Gym, the Sandton Sun and the Sandton
City Mall. The story, as a result, contains minimal orientative elements since situational deixis
replaces information as to setting. The wealth gap between spatial frames, however, is part of the
characterisation Unogada provides with respect to the figures of Motsepe and the shop owner. In
Extract 4, movements through story phases from orientation to complicating action to coda
correspond to physical movements through the spatial frame of the situation of telling. Finally
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Extract 1 emphasises the role of trajectory. The story sequence parallels the phases of Dikeledi’s
trip from home to work and back.
Temporally, these extracts illustrate complex framings that overlap and overlay the spatial
arrangements. Extract 3, for instance, makes use of changes in present and past tense that overlap
with changes in spatial frame and the distinction between story event and its description or
evaluation. In Extract 4, the identity between the interlocutionary situation of the participants and
that of the sequence of events allows a similar identity between aspectual and adverbial markers in
the situation of telling and in the story world. In Extract 1 the story progresses from past to future
in parallel with the participant’s movement from home to work. The interplay of temporal elements
in these extracts coincides with the work done, by the participants, with respect to characterisation
and evaluation.
In terms of linguistic means and repertoire, Sandton’s interstices provide insight into fluid identity
construction, and can perhaps be understood as heterotopic and heteroglossic spaces of challenge
to Sandton’s officially promoted monolingual English regime. Whilst multilingualism in Sandton
is obviously not limited to the interstitial, as Extract 2 clearly shows, interstitial spaces underline
the relationship between narrative roles, such as interlocutor and character, and linguistic features
and choices. Extract 1 provides an example of discourse related alternation (Auer 1984) that
indexes the constraints of work. Interstitial stories would therefore seem to be displaying an
orientation, by participants, to the spatiality of the speech event and linguistic repertoire can be
understood in this light. A similar juxtaposition of space and discourse is hinted at by Stroud in his
examination of kros (Stroud 1998) in that certain spaces authorise or disauthorise certain
discoursive orientations. In this case language alternation emphasises the vertical partitioning of
the district and the socio-economic differentiation between ground-level participants such as
Unogada, Kajawa and to a certain extent Dikeledi and Elliot, and the executives of Sandton’s highrise corporate headquarters.
The social consequentiality of these extracts and of interstitial stories generally is more important
than their ordinariness would seem, at first, to suggest. In Extract 3 Unogada accomplishes the
identity work necessary to an investment of place. His stories, with their references to key
stakeholders in the Sandton area, can be understood as a resistance to a marginalisation operating
at personal, linguistic and socio-economic levels. In Extract 4, as the story unfolds in real time it
offers the possibility of conjoint exploration of roles and their spatial performance. Elliot and
Kajawa invert Sandton’s more orthodox referentiality of wealth and consumption. In Extract 1
Dikeledi positions herself with respect to maternal responsibilities and the duties of work. All
extracts show a sharing of information: from Unogada and Kajawa to Elliot, and from Dikeledi to
her acquaintances and colleagues. They illustrate the function, if not always the form, of ‘breaking
news’ as explored by Georgakopoulou (2008) which is to say that they allow the emplotment of
significant individual and group identity work. In this respect it is important to emphasise that these
extracts do not just relay gossip, but also intimate events of sickness and work that occur directly
to the people telling the stories.
In conclusion, interstitial stories offer a further appreciation of how participants transpose
experience through small story narratives, anchoring telling to place through spatial and temporal
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operations that involve both the characters and coordinates of the story world, the linguistic means
used for the telling, and the unfolding temporal interaction of teller with place. The place-making
of interstitial stories, however, does not operate like a map with names on it, but rather at a personal,
human, level like a stream of storytelling that creates and superposes memories of different, albeit
shared, corporeal and affective experiences.
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